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Motospeed K27 keypad for gamers
The Motospeed K27 is a modern keypad with the most important keys for FPS game lovers. It can be easily and comfortably operated
with one hand. Its clever design with dedicated wrist rest reduces the feeling of fatigue and increases the comfort of use. The Motospeed
K27 gives you a whole new level  of  gaming experience.The Motospeed K27 gaming keypad is equipped with 27 mechanical  keys that
allow you to achieve great results during gameplay and break new records. The special design of the device provides unmatched comfort
of use.
 
Gaming backlighting
Each keyboard key has RGB LED backlighting, so the K27 will look great on any gaming desk. What's more, you can choose from up to 5
lighting modes. So you can freely adjust the look of the device to your preference. Millions of colors and surprising light effects give the
keyboard a unique character.
 
Durability and performance
The life of the keys is about 50 million clicks,  which means they are extremely durable.  On the other hand, an advanced flash chip is
responsible for the enhanced performance of the device. All this means that the keyboard will serve you well for many years.
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Manufacturer	
Motospeed
Model 	
K27
Type	
Mechanical
Color	
Black
Connection	
Wired
Number of keys	
27
Compatibility	
Windows XP/7/8/10
Key life	
50 million key presses
Illumination 	
RGB
Material	
ABS, aluminum alloy
Interface	
USB
Dimensions	
211x148x41 mm
Weight	
378g
Operating current 	
300mA
Operating voltage 	
DC 5V
Switches 	
OUTEMU Blue
Other	
5 backlight modes, customizable backlight modes

Preço:

€ 23.00

Jogos, Keyboards
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